
MS Folder #13 The “Dirty Rumor” 

1. The January 24" mtg. Cross-check w Rankin/Hoover file 

Rosen to Belmont 2/7 Rankin explains why the mgt. To Hoover/ because of Senatorial 
barons. 

Sullivan to Belmont 1/23 no sweat message from Dulles over DR/Boy Scout diner 
Jones to Del 1/23 Hoover note: He thinks piece in Nation on LHO & CIA prompted the 
meeting. See dates here. Something wrong or FBI knew about this meeting on the 23™, 
Is this a case of insider leaking or FBI telsur on Rankin 

Belmont to Tolson 1/25 re: Hoover calls it “slimy tactics” 
See Hal’s notes from Hon. Men 
Rankin note on seriousness of the DR 

Rankin desk diary re: 24" mtg. Went on for three hours w/ TCI 
Hoover memo (ND) re: Wade & 24" mtg. Calls Wade a “skunk.” 
DeL uses Hoover affidavit to call off Senatorial barons 

FBI certain that W. Alexander is source of DR 
WC never calls Hudkins as witness/despite FBI’s dare 

Hoover re: Alexander as a “low s.o.b”/Alexander leaked the Ruby psychiatric report 
Rosen to Belmont 2/7 re: Rankin accepts Hoover affidavit/no sweat for FBI (they had 

much to hide w/ Hosty note destruction/Ruby as PCI. **** Make pt. Of FBI cover-ups all 
along the line---Hosty note, failure to read autopsy report, Ruby as PCI, Tague bullet, 

what else did they cover-up and hide from WC. FBI musty emerge from this terrible 
event unscathed; nothing else really mattered. 
Fbi KNEW OF 24'" MTG. ON the 23™. Wade may have told Shanklin in confidence 

DeL to Mohr 2/7 remarks on killing Olney appointment. Refile w/ Olney folder 

Shanklin file 1/23 source of info. on 24"" was DLPD source/Belmont to Tolson 1/25 re: 
Notes that Wade told Shanklin about 24thg mtg. 
Mystery: CIA copy of Rankin’s summary of 24" mtg. 
Memos of DeL dealing w/ Senatorial barons on DR. 

I. LHO as Agent 

Some Marine Corps buddies impressions 
Clements to SAC, DL 11/22’’63 useful chron. Perhaps this should be refiled under 
Hoover’s solution to the crime 

Slawson to Rankin re: LHO’s passport/””NO” 

Branigan to Sullivan 12/11 on FBI interviews w/ LHO dates 
Malley to File 11/24 re; LHO as “lone assassin” case being put together over weekend 

Bertram to Chief 2/24 re: SS has # 116690 as being discussed by media / only othger 
time the number appears in my documents/the other in 24" mtg notes of Rankin



Wineberg Report 2/12 What is this? 
Slawson to WC re: Nosenko reports on LHO as poor shotHudkins story in Houston Post 
re: LHO as agent. 

Feldman article in Nation re: LHO as FBI agent 

DeL to Hoover 2/8 re: Alexander was source on missing LHO pages from address book. 
Gemberling to SAC, Dl 6/5/’75 on the scam “S-179” by Hudkins, et al. 
FBI report on interview w/ Wade & Alexander on 24" 
mtg. 

FBI tickler on interest in LHO before the assassination 

Hoover to Rankin 6/29/ re: When Nixon was to be in Dallas. Tie this in w/ Marina 
testimony if needed for use in writing. 
Hoover to Rankin 5/4 10-pages on LHO 
FBI interview w/ Goulden


